New spending policy sought
Editor’s note: This is the first section of a two-part series dealing with
A.S. President Mike Buck’s determination to stop A.S. funding of "instructionally related programs." Today we explore Buck’s position. Tomorrow the other side will be investigated.
By PENNY SPAR
Daily Political Writer
How should the $10 student activity
fee be spent?
Mike Buck, A.S. president, believes
students should become part of the
SJS community by using their money
to fund housing projects, food coops, and other student community
oriented projects.
But these programs cost money.
Buck proposes to get this money
from student body fees by cutting
expenditures from instructionally related programs, including the marching band, Spartan Daily, and athletic
programs.
Buck believes that department programs that give credit to students
should be funded by the state through
each department.
"The student body should not be
in the habit of funding departmental
If the activity is part
programs.
of the requirements for a degree,
state
should rightfully fund
then the

Buck offers alternative
uses for student fees
the programs," stated Buck.
"I’m concerned with the welfare
of the students, not vested interest
groups in individual departments. Student taxes should be spent to improve
the status of all the students," he
said.
Last week in the Spartan Daily,
Buck explained briefly what he considers inadequacies in the SJS student community.
"We are all affected by the lack of
adequate housing; we are ripped off
at Lucky’s and the local ’mom and
pop stores’; we lack a good legal
program, and we have abominable
health services," he wrote in his
column "The President’s Office."
"Before we can deal with vested
interest groups, we must raise the
status of the student, and have a solid

economic base to work from," Buck
continued.
The estimated student budget is
over $426,000, and presently over
59 per cent of that is allocated for
programs in the following three departments.
- -Intercollegiate Athletics Department, over $185,000 for all intercollegiate sports except football,
- -Journalism and Advertising Department, $40,000 for the Spartan
Daily.
--Music Department, over $26,000
for the marching band, A Cappella
Choir, Symphonic Band, and glee
clubs.
The total for departmental programs is over $251,000.
Presently the rest of the money
is allocated for cultural and social
events and other experimental pro-

grams on campus that need student
funds to operate.
"The departments should find money
out of their own budgets, or other
sources of funding before coming to
student government for help," said
Buck.
"If they can’t, then perhaps the
departments should re-evaluate their
own priorities and decide if their
programs are really necessary," he
continued.
"The college has responsibility offcampus as well as to the academic side
of students. Being a student is one
of the few 24 hour -a -day jobs I can
think of.
"Stabilizing the fiscal affairs of the
A.S. would also enable us to develop
more concrete proposals when discussing loans and grants with the
Bank of America, the federal gov-

ernment and other lending institutions," Buck stated.
Buck has made a reasibility study
of the housing problem, and is considering redeveloping the area between South Fourth and South Seventh streets, and East San Salvador to East Reed streets.
"In order to buy property, we need
more capital, and the assistance of
If we became
loaning institutions.
involved in land rights, we could
pressure the landlords into giving
students their legal rights as tenants," explained Buck.
"The students also need a comRight
prehensive legal program.
now there is legal assistance only
in the area of housing grievances,"
he said.
According to Steve Takahuwa, A.S.
vice president, A.S. government should
be responsible for the initiation of
a legal service program on campus,
even though at the University of California -Berkeley, the university
operates the program.
"We are responsible for initiating new programs and new ideas,
like the legal rights program, until
they can manage under the auspices
of the college and the student activities services," Takakuwa said.
(continued to page 8)
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’Pipe dream’ bike lot
proposed by Quinton
By CRAIG SCOTT
Daily Feature Editor
A "pipe dream" has been proposed to the administration to combat a rash of SJS bike burglaries,
which have plagued the campus for
the past two years.
The suggestion, made by Earnest
Quinton, security chief, would transform the faculty parking lot on the
blocked section of Fifth Street and
West San Carlos into a bike parking

area.

Despite Security’s increased efforts
to control bike thefts, and repeated
warnings to students about licensing
and locking their bikes, there have
been at least 300 two -wheelers stolen since January.
"We can’t get all over the campus
to patrol the bike racks," Quinton
stressed, "because it would be too
costly.
"Having most of the bikes in a
central area is the best insurance
a bicycle owner could have," he added.

Dave Thurber

Bikes by the bunch

Crowded conditions like this, and an increased number of bike thefts, has caused
Earnest Quinton, security chief, to propose

changing a faculty parking lot into an area
for bicycles only.

’Dear Ronnie’ ghost writers
revealed by Time magazine
The credibility of "Dear Ronnie",
Gov. R eagan’s question -and -answer
column, which debuted Oct. 13 in the
Spartan Daily, was challenged last
week by Time magazine.
An article in the latest issue of
Time stated that "Reagan had not
bothered to look at the questions or
even his replies" in the weekly column.
The story quotes Rudy Garcia, state information officer, as saying, "We draw his answers from past
speeches and statements."
Garcia also told Time that if a
student’s question was a "real doozy,"
it would be "run past the governor."
In reply to Time’s blast of the col -
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umn, Garcia claims that he was misquoted in the story. The information
officer stated he told a Time writer
that the governor’s staff provides
background information for thecolumn.
Garcia told the Spartan Daily that
sometimes Reagan "accepts what the
staff has presented, but other times
uses his own information to answer
student questions."

Garcia went on to say it is impossible
for the governor to read, research
and answer each question because of
his schedule.
Questions for the governor to answer
in his column are first screened by
Chip Goodman, publisher of the Claremont College Collegian.
(Continued to page 8)

Former Sierra Club head
Brower to speak tonight
Conservation activist David Brower,
president of the ecology action group
Friends of the Earth (FOE), will
lecture tonight at 8 in the Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
Admission is
free.
As executive director of the Sierra Club for 17 years, Brower brought
the organization from a California
group of 7,000 to one numbering
77,000 with international impact.
Brower, along with Dr. Don Aitken,
SJS Environmental Studies chairman,
founded FOE in 1969 for a more militant ecology approach than the Sierra
Club would afford.
The group is also designed to pursue publishing ventures.
Brower "created the modern mili-

SCIP monies frozen following
mistake in A.S. Council procedure
F’unds for the Student Community
Involvement Program (SCIP) are frozen because of a mistake in A. S.
council procedure, according to Andy
McDonald, A.S. councilman.
The funds were frozen Friday by
George Watts, Student Affairs Business Manager, who oversees A.S.
financial dealings, McDonald said.
Instead of allocating the $1,300 to
SCIP with a stipulation that it be
spent on the Center for the Study
of Contemporary Issues (CSC!), a

branch of Sill’ which makes available contemporary classes, the Council allocated the funds to SCIP with no
stipulation.
Correction of the error will be attempted in the regular A.S. meeting
this afternoon, according to McDonald.
If a simple amendment to the A.S.
minutes can be made, the money will
be released to SCIP without further
incumberment. But McDonald is skeptical.
Such a move may be procedurally

Quinton said the idea for the bike
lot came about as a result of a plea
the administration made to security
to halt the increasing bike thefts.
He said he has sent his proposal
to the administration but hasn’t received a reply.
At a meeting last week, the administration Parking Committee agreed to turn the faculty lot over to
security for the project.
According to Bill Schooler, parking
supervisor at SJS, the lot has only
36 spaces and "is a real headache
because of the confusion caused with
cars getting in and out."
"This is the only thing we can do
to alleviate the bike theft problem,"
security chief Quinton explained.
"With professionals walking around
the campus carrying bolt cutters,
even locked bikes are unsafe," he
said.
Quinton ’also believes the proposed
bike lot will deter thefts because it
would be located directly in front of the
(Continued to page 8)

impossible under parliamentary
rules, McDonald believes.
If it is, SCIP faces the formulation of a new resolution and another
possible Buck veto, according to Bill
Becker, co-chairman of S(’IP.
In a previous fund vote, Buck’s
veto was overridden by a one vote
margin, Becker said.
If the matter is not resolved tomorrow, "I’m going to go right up to the
ceiling," Becker said.

latil conservation me% ement," Dr. Aitken said.
Brower has been active
in the conservation field since 1933.
Dr. Aitken said Brower feels it is
always the environment which is asked
to compromise, not the polluter.
Brower is one "who won’t back down
to overwhelming establishment odds,"
Dr. Aitken said.
Brower’s recent activities- include
a campaign to control runaway public utilities.
lie is also involved in attempts to
halt strip mine activity in the Southwest.
In addition to the free 8 p.m. speech,
Brower will give a seminar for Environmental Studies majors and minors today from 2:30 p.m. to 3:45
p.m. in ED 100. He will hold an informal discussion from 4 p.m. to
6 p.m. today in the C.C. Pacifica
Room.
In his article in "The Environmental
Handbook" prepared for the April
1970 Environmental Teach -In, Brower
stated: "There may yet be, in the untrammeled tenth of America, enough
nature. unsecond-guessed by technological arrogance, to build a good
future on.
"We must hope so, and treasure
what we have."
FOE inclucks the .John Muir Institue, a research and education group,
the League of Conservation Voters,
and Environmental Alternatives, Inc.,
which supports ecologically sound
technology.
Brower is the author of "This Fragile Craft," conceived and edited the
Sierra Club Exhibit Format Series
of books.
He is also a free-lance
writer for newspapers and magazines.
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Editorial

SJS bears sole burden
The Spartan Daily is happy to
see the "invasion" of half -way
houses, rehabilitation centers,
board and care homes, Job Corps
centers, and old folks homes into the SJS community.
We believe it is infinitely preferable to place these people in
the community, rather than hiding them away like freaks in some
mental hospital or jail.
SJS students will benefit from
contact with different types of
people.
Despite all the hysteria, it
appears that most of the residents of these homes have adjusted well to life in the SJS
community. There have been few
instances of disturbances caused
by these people.
Although we welcome the residents of the half -way houses,
the rehabilitation centers, the
board and care homes, the Job
Corps centers and the old folks
homes to SJS, we also must express our resentment that the

City of San Jose has foisted these
people solely on the SJS community.
Ever see a board and care home
for mental patients in Wi I low Glen?
An alcoholic’s rehabilitation house
in Westside San Jose?
A Job
Corps center in Almaden Valley?
Perhaps because students don’t
protest over invasions of "different" people as much as homeowners would, or perhaps because the old fraternity houses
are more suited to board and
care purposes than suburban
homes, SJS has had to bear the
brunt of housing society’s
rejects.
We feel that the SJS community should not have to shoulder
the sole responsibility for the
half -way homes. Instead, the City
of San Jose should encourage the
proprietors of these homes to
move into other areas of San
Jose.
The entire city will be richer
if it learns to accept people whom
society has traditionally rejected.

By Bob Pelferin
It was early Sunday morning
when I headed away from San
There I
Jose toward Merced.
would share Sunday and Veteran’s
Day with my brother and his wife.
The sun was just rising, the
brisk air was clean, the road
ahead was uncluttered, and I was
anxiously looking forward to the
two-day holiday.
There was one problem: the
radio. I was trying the impossible on a Sunday morningtrying
to tune in a station featuring other

than the deep -voiced, patient chidings of a preacher trying to save
us lost sheep.
And the Power above seemed
to be against my search for simple musical enjoyment that brillI could almost
iant morning.
hear the Almighty judiciously setting down policy: "Now Pellerin,
fair is fair. You can have your
’Sweet City Woman’ any other
time during the weekmorning
noon or night. But today is my
day and all I ask is a few hours

St a if Comment

Why print a Daily story?
By STEVE PAPINCHAK
I wrote the three-part series
on the Spartan Daily which appeared in this paper last week.
’Why’d you do it? Why did the
Daily take up so much space writing about itself?" some people,
including a few members of the
Spartan Daily staff, asked the editor.
For me, the questions were
disheartening because they reflect a misunderstanding of what
the press is all about.
A society caK only be free if
its government and public leaders
are vigorously criticized and, in
turn, kept honest by the people,
according to a commonly accepted democratic principle.
To carry this principle further
at SJS, the Spartan Daily, if it
operates correctly, serves the
campus by being its watchdog against a potentially unjust college
administration and student body
government.
But as anyone who carefully
reads San Jose’s two commerical
dailies soon discovers, instead of
being watchdogs, newspapers often become house pets.
Learning about the inner oper-

ations of its newspaper and other
media, I think, should be a primary concern of every community, whether it be a large city or
a college campus.
Aside from telling the campus
about the operations of the Daily,
one of the primary reasons for
doing the series was to analyze the
Daily’s freedom, or lack of freedom.
I can honestly say [had total
freedom in writing the series on
the Spartan Daily. Except for a
few grammatical errors, not one
word of the series was cut or
changed.
I received absolutely nopressure
or intimidation from the journalism department or anyone else.
And, as I hope everyone who
read the series knows, I didn’t
hold back any facts --regardless of
who was discomforted or embarrassed by the facts.
Not many newspapers would
allow itself to be freely examined
and criticized on its own front
page.
For me, the untampered with
appearance of my series in the
Spartan Daily was evidence in
itself of the Daily’s freedom.

l’am Strandberg
.ditur

Spartan Da

Bob (;arioto
ad ertising manager

If all printers were determined
not to print anything till they were
sure it would offend nobody, there
would be very little printed."
--Benjamin Franklin
Vol. 59
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Staff Comment

Additional help, is needed
By PAULA BELSHAW
SJS area is San Jose’s dumping ground.
In increasing numbers the aged,
the mentally ill, and the socially
unacceptable have been moved into boarding homes in the college
area.
Nowhere else in San Jose do
these boarding homes exist in
such staggering numbers.
In short, they are here because
no one else is willing to accept
them.
Two factors make it easy for
the San Jose community to push
these people into the background.
The college area is zoned
primarily for multiple dwelling,
making it a prime area for operating board and care homes, halfway houses, residential care
homes and alcoholic rehabilitation
homes.
Students show less desire for
living in boarding houses. Many

of the boarding homes, in the
face of financial ruin, have converted into boarding homes for
these people.
A letter to the editor on Oct.
18 from Joy Mar implied that
SJS students do not understand or
do not make these people’s living situation any easier. In answer to her I say, "Look to thyself."
Students as a whole have accepted these people and their problems.
True, a vocal minority
of students object to the homes
that dot the area. The majority
have adopted a "live and ’let live
attitude concerning the homes.
This is more than can be said
for the San Jose community and
what it has done to help these
people assimilate into the community or provide a living situation close to normal.
They
have succeeded only in shoving
them into another dark corner.

Dear Ronnie

"Still early too assess voting pattern of new voters"
Editor’s Note:
Gov. Reagan is
visiting countries in the Far East
and therefore is not available to
answer the questions this week.
Lieutenant Governor Ed Reinecke,
as acting governor, has agreed
to answer the questions. As the
only declared Republican candidate for governor in 1974, Reinecke’s position on these issues,
therefore, is very pertinent.
Question: To what do you attribute the lack of appeal of "registering Republican" among the
newly -enfranchised l8 -21 -year old voters?
Vicky Fomil
USC
Reinecke:
In my judgment it is
still much too early to assess
the registration or potential voting pattern of the newly -enfranchised 18 -21 -year -old group. Ultimately, I believe there will be
a balance between Democratic and
Republican registration on their
part as there is among voters
In addition, I believe,
over 21.
when the 18 -21 -year -old group

begins to study the issues, and
to acquaint themselves with where
the two parties stand on them,
I believe we’ll begin to see a
shift from one party to the other
on the part of young voters.
When young voters begin to
understand the Republican party
stands for power in local government, then I believe, they’ll
begin to register Republican. After all, isn’t "power to the people" what the students want? If
it is, they’ll find themselves more
at home in the Republican party
whose philosophy is that government should never do for the people what the people can do themselves.

don’t believe you can separate
them by groups when it comes
to assessing salary increases. All
of our state employees are dedicated and hard working and they
certainly deserve cost of living
increases, when the taxpayers of
California can afford to provide
them.
It’s simply a question of
money.
Question:
What is your position
on the bill to legalize any private sex act between consenting
adults in California?
Mark Vogel
UCLA

Question:
Will you try to block
the pay raises for state college
and university professors?
If
so, why?
John Schermer
UC Davis

Reinecke:
Why should the state
legislate against the private concerns of citizens? However, I do
not believe that the state should
pass any law that permits or encourages a sexual aberration which
we, as a society, have determined
that homosexuality is.

Reinecke:
I believe in fair and
equitable salaries for all public
servants, including those in our
college and university system. I

Question:
In view of your defense of individual freedom against
the growing power of government,
do you think the federal govern-

ment has the right to take away
any man’s freedom without his
consent, by drafting him, and thus
subjecting him to the loss of his
greatest freedom, that of life?
James W. Gould
Scripps College
Reinecke:
The draft law by the
U.S. Congress makes it incumbent
upon every citizen to serve his
country in time of crisis and need.
This includes serving in the armed forces. Rather than be denied
freedom a man helps to
his
guarantee his fredom and the freedom of his fellow citizens when
serving in the armed forces to
provide security for all of us.
If citizen soldiers had not in the
past, fought for their country and
the i r country’s interest, it is
doubtful we would have become the
great independent nation that we
are today. Service in the armed
forces, when needed, is a duty
of every citizen. I am proud that
I had the privilege to serve my
country in World War II as a
naval officer.

of this beautiful morning."
How can one argue against
the world’s fairest judge? I gave
in, clicking off the radio.
In the ensuing silence, my
thoughts somehow gravitated toward that black man who sits beside me in political science. I
had stared at him a few moments
during class last Friday. I had
examined his facial skin. It didn’t
have a single scar or blemish.
The skin was an attractive black,
yes, it was a beautiful black.
And this had led me to thoughts
of how horrible blood looks on
When blacks
that black skin.
bleed, it scares the hell out of
me.
The liquid seems thicker,
darker, somehow a bit warmer.
I had thought of how often in
the past few years that I have
seen through the media, that vivid
liquid spilt on such smooth and
wholesome skin. The thought had
made me draw quickly away from
the black student and glance back
at the lecturer.
I was rethinking this when a bright
red beacon shined in through the
back window of my car. In deference to that High Justice in
my presence, my response was
merely "Oh, crap!" as I pulled
to the dirt shoulder.
After asking for my license and
car registration, the CHP officer
asked me to join him in his car
as he wrote out my second speeding ticket of the morning. (The
first had come an hour earlier. It
was my first ticket ever.)
Strangely enough, my first
thoughts were again morbid. As
the crew-cut quiet, friendly faced
cop wrote out the yellow slip, I
stared at his khaki pants with the
thin blue stripe. I saw the pants
bloodied.
I thought of the 100 policemen
who have been murdered in the
past year, and I could see his
uniform soaking red and his face
in a torturous grimace.
I asked if he was scared being
a cop in these tense times. He
said "sure," adcjing that after 10
years in the profession he would
not recommend it to any young
man. "If I were 23 again and had
to choose, I would have become
It’s much
a commerical pilot.
safer up there," he said solemnly.
He went on to say he feared the
black militants most. "The reason I mention the blacks most,"
he said, "is only because they
have written the most about killing us." He explained how police
intelligence had uncovered a plan
to celebrate the freeing of Huey
Newton by killing a CHP patrolHe told of the entire plan
man.
for the ambush.
He really didn’t know me so I
couldn’t see why he would lie.
I stared at his thin, young face.
I wished him luck and drove sadly
toward Merced.

Letters to the editor

Column seen
as a ’con’
Editor:
I think that all of you who have
agreed to carry the column "Dear
Ronnie" have really been taken
in by an all-time con man. "Dear"
indeed! - for a man who has all
but ruined California education,
and who has spread hatred for
students and the young since he
started running for office.
He is your worst enemy, and
you providing him a platform now
to get the 18 -year -old vote. He
never was interested in such a
column before, was he? And it’s
all stacked for him. He can pick
the questions he wants, and get
his slick boys to write the propiganda.
You have agreed not to edit them,
so they have the final word. You
can’t really say much in a question, and you KNOW how he can
You are helping
twist anything.
to launch that miserable actor on
a new career -as vice-president or
senator. Thanks, suckers.
Mrs. C. 0. Bey
8 Clinton Ct.
Redwood City, Calif.
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Vienna meeting site

Students to attend arms talk

Compiled From Associated Press
THE WORLD --Reaction to the U.N. ’a decision
Monday night to expel Nationalist China and seat
the Peking government filled a portion of the world
with adverse emotions yesterday.
Student concern with national affairs is heading
Perhaps fearing that the lopsided 76-35 vote
iit he U.N. General Assembly signed his nation’s in a new direction as students take an interest
death warrant, President Chiang Kai-shek renewed in world disarmament.
Last month five student leaders from Calihis avowed determination to overthrow the Chinese
fornia state colleges traveled to Washington D.C.,
Communist government.
in
preparation
for a trip to the world disarmaScorning the world organization’s approval of
the Albanian resolution as "infamous," the leader ment conference in December.
John McLemore, SJS student, explained that
of Nationalist China emphasized, "the destiny of
our nation is not in the hands of the United Na- six student body presidents and he originated
the idea of developing student input into the nations. It is squarely in our own hands."
"Today," Chaing went on, "here on this revo- tion’s decision on the disarmament issue.
What started out as a small group of student
lutionary base, we command a sizable population and considerable resources, as expressed in presidents from California state colleges in Long
our military strength and economic prowess." Beach, Humboldt, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Speaking for the Nixon administration in Wash- Fresno and Sacramento voicing their feelings,
ington, Secretary of State William P. Rogers has turned into a national organization.
Operating out of Washington, the National
stated that the U.S. will respect the United NaStudent Leaders Task Force on Disarmament plans
tion’s decision.
He added however, that "this administration to send eight students to Vienna for the talks
deeply regrets the expulsion of the Republic of between the U.S. and USSR.
During the Washington trip, the five students
China (Nationalist China) and thinks the precedent is a most unfortunate one and will have spoke with Sen. Alan Cranston (D -Cal), and met
with representatives of senators Ted Kennedy,
diverse effects in the future."
Angry Senate and House conservatives urged
a cut in U.S. contributions to the U.N. and some
A few,
even called for more drastic action.
however, were more moderate, saying continued
support of the United Nations was the only hope
for world peace.
Among those attacking the world organization’s
decision was Gov. Ronald Reagan. just back from
Asia.
"I was deeply shocked and disgusted and I think
it just confirms the moral bankruptcy of that
organization." Reagan said.
Those favoring the decision included 76 nations,
Sen. Alan Cranston (D -Calif.), and Sen. Charles
H. Percy (R -I11.) Cranston refered to the monumental decision as the "right and realistic solution......

Uneasy Rider

Halloween treats
tonight at Co-Rec
Co-Rec will also sell
caramel candy apples
for 10 cents today. They
will be sold from 10:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at the
corridor between the
The pumpkins, donated PER building and the
by local merchants, can Men’s Gym.
Proceeds from the sale
be carved into jack -o1 a nte rn s with knives will go to the recreation
fund.
provided by Co-Rec.

Free Halloween pumpkins will be given to the
first 80 people coming to
Co-Rec tonight from
7:30 to 9:30 in PER 279.
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Dave Thurber
A spectator --or maybe it was a participant --in the recent Laguna Seca
races pauses for a cigarette break
before he takes off on his motor scooter.
It’s great for a child -eye
view.

city USN & R.C.A.

Town hall
Tonight is "meet your
city councilman" night.
San Jose City Council
will host the first Town
Hall meeting in its history at 7:30 p.m. in the
Branham High School
ca f e ter ia, 1570 Branham Lane.
Tonight’s town hall
meeting will begin a series of monthly meetings at various locations
around San Jose where
the community can get
together with its elected
councilmen to discuss
their problems in an informal setting.
The meetings, first
suggested by San Jose
Mayor Norman Mineta
after winning the mayoral election last year,
will not substitute for
the city council meetings regularly held on
Monday afternoons and
evenings.
"Besides the councilmen," reported City
Clerk Francis Greiner,
"all city department
heads will convene at the
town hall meetings to
an
questions the

comm unity may have
requiring technical answers."
Greiner said that any
questions the city can’t
answer at the town hall
meetings will be re searched and answered
at some later time.

’Shock’
review
today
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SJS employe receives
$12,500 for capture
Prison
reform
viewed

came $12,500 richer
Oct. 20.
The money is her half
of the $25,000 reward
for information which
led to the capture and
conviction of Karl Werner for ten knife slaying of three Santa Clara
County girls.
The reward money
had been offered by IBM,
Food Machinery Corp.
and the San Jose Mercury -News.

A speaker’s forum on
contemporary prison
conditions and reform is
Miss Wroblewski told
scheduled for today at police
she had met Wer11 a.m. in the C.U. Lo- ner on the trails in Vilma Prieta Room, sponla Montalvo
in
sored by the San Jose Saratoga theAboretum
day before
Liberation Front the slaying of one girl
(SJLF).
Kathy Bilek, last Easter
The forum, entitled
"From Soledad to At- Sunday.
tica," will include a disShe claimed Werner
cusion of prison condi- had asked her to walk
tions by Wilbur "Pop - with him farther into the
eye" ,Jackson, spokes- hills and when shehesiman of the local United tated, he started tapull
Prisoners Union.
something from his poe Jackson will be ac- ket.
companied by several
Frightened, Miss Wromembers of the union.
who will outline their blewski said she ran.
experiences with the
The next day, when
prison system.
Also included in the she heard that Kathy
Bilek’s body had been
forum will be Pete
Stensrud, a former in- found in Villa Montalvo,
Miss Wroblewski immate of the Elmwood mediately called invesRehabilitation Center.
Stensrud, presently a tigators.
student at San Jose CiKenneth Williamson, a
ty College, will de- county employee who
facilities
scribe prison
works at Villa Montalvo,
in the Santa Clara Coun- received the second half
ty area, and the possi- of the reward.
bility for reform withWilliamson said he had
in them.
Leo Gomez, active in talked to Werner often at
the prison reform the park, but said he bemovement of the Revo- came suspicious when
lutionary Union, will be Werner stopped coming
joined by Elinda Castro to Villa Montalvo after
in discussing an inves- the murder.
tigation of San Quentin.
We rne rtoldWilliam-

When he found the car,
Williamson reported the
license number to the
police.
When asked what she
was going to go with the
money. Miss Wroblewski replied, "1 guess I’ll
have a bigger savings
account."
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To all students with ASH cards and faculty

NEW low as
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1799. 2399.
1499.
Complete line of used cars
All makes and models available
See the new Front -wheel drive R-12
The exciting Fiat 124 Spider Roadster
The economy and luxury of the 504 Petigot
Hank Financing

Leasing
Rental Cars

Test Drive
any New Car

STAR
MOTOR IMPORTS
37[, S Mirkel
I’ll. 286-6500

ANNIVERSARY

Guys 26 - 50
SIZES Gals:
5-16
OPEN: mON. FRI. 10 to 9
SATURDAYS 10 to 6
SUNDAYS 12 to 5
TELEPHONE 247-3700

BEHIND KIDDIE WORLD TOYS
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son he went to San Jose
City College, so Williamson went to the College to look for the black
car he had seen Werner
driving.
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The most
Meaningful Semester
you’ll ever spend...
could be the one on
World Campus Afloat
Seem rob 1172 te Alma and Ile 011.1

An SJS clerk -typist,
Judy Wroblewski, be -

Belt - $5.00 - $10.00 Value
w ith Purchase of 2 Pairs of
For Guys & Gals
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bers III the Arms Control and Disarmament A
gency. the most important part of the trip
The group received a complete briefing on
the history and technical breakdown of the anti
ballistic missile system (ARM), and the multi
pie intercontinental re-entry vehicle (MIRV).
-We accomplished about 200 pet’ cent more than
we expected to," stated McLemore.
The group will have a verygood chance hr
Pig with the U.S. representatives at the
ment conference and making an impaci
dent representatives, according to Mt
"Right now, the Russians are verv animis
reach an agreement with the 1..5. because of the
Chinese threat on their own borders.- be said.
"After Vienna, we plan to visit Moscow, ill
order to speak to university students (11(11’.’’
According to McLemore, the major problem
now is raising approximately $8,000 to send the
students on the trip. They plan to contact other
colleges throughout the nation, and interest groups
for contributions.

10% DISCOUNT

Dr. Eugene Bernardirti of the Humanities
Department will review
"Future Shock" by Al yin Taller at the faculty book talk today.
The talk will be given
at 12:30 p.m. in room A
and B of Spartan Cafe teria.
The meeting is open to
all faculty members and
students

apAllialkFIRST

George McGovern and Ilubert Humphrey.
"Sen. Cranston was very cooperative with us.
He recognizes that students are the key to a
lot of movements these days, and he was anxious to hear what we had to say," MeLernore
said.
"Our first policy statement called for the
total disarmament of the U.S. But we realized
the unreality of that, because the situation is
too far advanced.
"So we changed the statement to a containment
of the existing arms race," he explained.
According to McLemore, Sen. Cranston plans
to read the student’s project into the
gressional Record.
After the Vienna trip :he
senator also plans a resolution to the Senate
calling for the containment of the arm’s race,
with the information the students gather.
The group conferred with Sen. Joseph Clark,
chairman of the U. S. Chapter of the World
Federalist, and Peter Scofield, director of the
CIA Scientific Research Program.
He considered a four-hour briefing with mern-

THURS.

LOOK FOR
THE BIG
LEVI’S
3660 Stevens Creek
SIGN
San Jose
411.1royep
OCT. 28

Give her one of our
i,rgagement rings.
Before someone else does.
l ’Exclusive representative for
Famous diamond rings
by Orange Blossom"
CHARGE

Our own goldsmiths will
also create something new
and different to suit your style!

ACCOUNTS INVITED

MASTER
JEWELERS
In the New Almoden

12 So. lust St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920
Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

Fashion Plano
#14 On The Mall
Phone 266.8466
710 Del Monte Center
Carmel Hill, Monterey
Phone 375-6577
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Pizza
finances
choir trip
Want to order a cheese
pizza? Call Dr. Charlene Archibeque in the
Music Department ext.
2364 or go to room 202.
A full-scale attack
on pizza -loving students
is under way. Members
of the A Cappella Choir
and the Choraliers are
taking orders for pizza
Orders
until Friday.
can be for large or small
cheese, pepperoni, sausage or combination
pizzas.
The sale is to raise
transportation fare for
the Choraliers to the
National Music Educators Conference in February at Atlanta and the
N Cappella Choir’s
iourney to the Chapman
t’ ()liege Invitational
Festival in April.
Choir members will
issemble a hopeful 2000
pizzas Friday, Nov. 5,
from noon to 3 p.m. in
1 munhon room.

Play hectic, hum-drum

DALE MAGGIO

ing before their big scoop, an escaped
convict is discovered. This wildly funny comedy -melodrama reopens tonight
at 8:15.

Bad exposure, scenery keep Gay life
western from being great featured

BURBANK
ASCOM AT MOORPARK
295-7238

Mute
Jane Fonda

By MARVIN SNOW
Daily Staff Writer
I am finding it increasingly difficult to
read a good novel, attend the movie based
upon that novel and then
find any relationship between the two.
"Catlow," a new arrival from Spain and also a good movie, is
based on one of Louis

ALSO SHOWING

WAIT UNTIL
DARK
AUDREY HEPBURN
EFREM ZIMBALIST, JR.

RA

SERIES
October 28 & 29

TRAFFIC

***OrPrikrirOrlP

October 30

JEFF BECK
TEN YEARS AFTER
SHA NA NA

News scene

Editor Walter Burns, Michael Santo,
left, and Ken Barton ’as reporter Hildy
Johnson, right, attempt to persuade racketeer Louie, Joe Sanchez, center, to remove the roll top desk out of the build-

November 12
Nov 25, 26, 27

Santa Clara Valley Box Office
287-5967
140 W. San Carlos
Sherman Clay
296-5967
50 N. Winchester
l-ilL-1...1-111

friendship between Cat - fessionals enjoying the
low and the marshal! inside jokes of two
(Richard Crenna) and friends on the opposite
the robbery of a gold - sides of the law. Their
carrying mule train in relaxed conversations
and actions add humor
old Mexico.
Crenna and Brynner to the movie ma smooth
are obviously two pro - manner, a nice change
after the stone -faced
gunfighters from Italy.
Leonard Nimoy, playing a bounty hunter, is
unnecessary to the movie.
In fact, his part
is not in the original
He does prostory.
vide the first naked fulllength backside of a man
in a western.
Even though the film
has two beautiful women
in it, they are not completely or partially nude
in any scenes. For some
reason, a woman’s body
deserves an R rating
and a man’s, a GP.
One drastic error is
in the exposure. Either
several light meters
were used, each giving
a different exposure or
the film emulsion was
bad
The scenery shot in
Spain, is only mediocre.
The desert doesn’t look
like a desert, nor does
the Mexican general’s
villa resemble a patron’s ranch, unless he
a Spanish castle’s
Flamenco guitarist Carolos Montoya had
courtyard disassembled
comes to Flint Center at De Anza Col- stone by stone and shiplege in Cupertino Sunday.
Montoya is ped to Mexico.
The movie is not the
known to pour out his soul and feelgreat American westings through strings.
Music students ern, but it is enjoyable
can obtain class credit by checking to watch and is a pleasant way to spend an
with their professors.
evening.

L’Amour’s westerns
which retains the original title, most of the
plot and all of the characters.
Catlow, portayed by
Yul Brynner, has two
basic themes- the

Guitarist

...For Your
Dining Pleasure

memorable evening
of wining and dining
in elegant splendor.

A

FOR RESERVATIONS
PHONE 292-1266
1401 SO. FIRST AT ALMA

j;snniJZ.. John Schlesinger% Film

"Sunday

By KATHY DORAZIO
Daily Fine Arts Writer
The mighty press of
the 1920’s resembled a
wild version of the Boston Tea Party rather
than a newsroom in SJS
Drama Department’s
production of "The
Front Page," which
opened last weekend.
After seeing the opening night presentation,
my reaction was mixed.
Ben Hecht’s and Charles MacArthur’s fast paced comedy -melodrama failed to move
at all in the first act.
Reporters awaited
breaks to stories, sat
around the table playing poker, feeding their
faces and hamming it
up.
Finally, the Boston
Tea Party, I mean action in the play, begins
to speed up when convict Earl Williams,
played by John Cirig-

Bloody Sunday"

Montoya offers gypsy music
Carlos Montoya, master of the flamenco guitar and its gypsy -based
music, will be in concert Sunday at 2:30p.m.
at the Flint Center in
Cupertino; Flamenco’s.
essence comesfrom
improvision, from the
artist’s heat and soul,
Montoya explained.
ALL THE SPAGHETTI
YOU CAN EAT 41.00
(inclitles sulk breed)
BUSY BEE
KESTAllti kfsl
72 E. Susie Clue St.

"If you stop to think toya’s performance.
about it when you a re Students should check
playing," he said, "the with their professors
spirit just disappears. for details.
Ticket prices are:
We gypsies are quite
unanalytical; you might $3.50, $4.25, $5.00,
even say, unintell- $5.75
ectual."
"Trying to analyze the
music as you play it
can only cripple youartistically. You feel
something, you make the
guitar mirror your
feelings," the guitarist
continued.
Music credit for SJS
students is available for
those attending Mon -

Barren’s
Old LI
iSh & Chips

in play
Can a midwest "gay"
guy find happiness living with same in a New
York City apartment?
After viewing San Jose
Theater Guild’s sparkling production of "Norman, Is That You?," a
gay comedy by Ron
Clark and Sam Bobrick,
last weekend, the answer is yes, if the couple can live through parental woes and a money starving prostitute
thrown in for size.
Al Russo’s portrayal
of Norman’s father, Ben
Chambers, and Randy’
Roetman’s characterization of Norman’s better -half, G a r son Hobart, highlighted the comedy.
Roetman is extremely
convincing as a homosexual down to the last
He is deterwiggle.
mined to win Chamber’s
acceptance.
The only major flaw
was Jamie Evans’ poor
characterization of
Norman. His restrained
acting depicted a timid
little boy rather than a
homosexual.
The play, an amusing
commentary on homosexuality covering all
angles, was enjoyable.
"Norman, Is That You"
strikingly pokes fun at
society qualms over it.
It is a must for everyone to see.
"Norman Is That You?"
will be performed this
weekend, in the Montgomery Theater, Civic
Auditorium.

woYA

liano, escapes and is
hidden in a large roll
top desk by Hildy, Ken
Barton, who can’t bypass a journalist’s
dream, a big scoop.
Speeding up the play
is one thing, but speeding it up too much, is
another. From the onslaught of the jailbreak
movement is so fast,
that if one blinked his
eyes he would surely
miss something.
Instead of American
patriots destroying the
English imported tea,
streetwalker Mollie
Malloy, portrayed by
Cherie Weinert, is
sacrificed as a noble
deed in face of the
enemy, namely, reporters.
Ken Barton’s characterization of leading
player Hildy Johnson,
was overpowered by other fine performers.
The play’s superbly enacted wild antics included the discovery of Williams by a familiar cue,
three knocks on the
desk.
Among the newspapermen, Randy Pybas’
Murphy and David Simon’s Krueger stood out
as the best cut -ups. Pybas’ wit and Simon’s antics as a guitar playing cupid were at their
best.
During a scene
in which Simon seren-
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EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT!!
MATINEES SATURDAY and SUNDAY
SUN THRU FRI 6,8 & 10
SAT 12, 2,4, 6, 8 & 10

large Order Fish & Chips...81.10
Half Order
70c
Scallops & Chips large I 1,50
Oysters & Chips small 81.10
Shrimp & Chips
German Style Franks
So 11th & SanCarlos (next to Speedee 711)
Now Open 7 Days a Week
Phone 293-4259
12 to 9P

2 by Fellini

VINE
CLOWNS
T echrecOkse

Nightly at

:45 5 10:05

"TOBY DAMMIT"
At 7:00 44 9:20

NICIELODION

LINCOLN a. CR001 575.
SANTA CRUZ 476-7500

SIPPACT
PRESENTS
The Biggest & Best

Spaghetti Feed
In Town
$1.00 ALL YOU CAN, EAT EVERY
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY FROM 6-8
Spaghetti --Garlic Bread & Salad
With This Cup’s
BUY ONE AND GET ONE FREE
1001 S. FIRST ST.

SAN JOSE 293-9316
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ELLAS DINNER SPECIAL
Greek Combination Plate

$3.00
With This Cupon
DINNER INCLUDES:
Avgolemono Soup
Greek Salad
A Combination of
Various Greek Foods
Baklava
FOR STUDENTS ONLY!
292-5867

545 S 2nd St

THIS GANG THOUGHT IT WAS
it found a new type
TOUGH
of hell...
THE
BRIDE OF
SATAN!

The World Renowned
Flamenco Guitarist

"Extra Brilliance."
’Astonishing Virtuosity
A Phenomen010"
Such Consummate Artistry Is A Rare Faperience’"
"Roused His Audience To Thunderous Applause’
’ Subtle, Amazing Virtuosity Simply Unbelievable."

Yore Times
Het P0,001 Amsterdam
INew
Altonbiadet. Stockholm
New Daily. London
iranalurt Alleemelne

ritwOM

FREE FREE FREE FREE

Glenda Jackson Rater Finch
Murray Head

aded Hildy as heat tempted to console Phyllis Moberly, his fiance
Peggy Grant, over the
phone.
One of the most amusing characters was
slightly stout, rimspectacled Pincus, playedby
Edward Budworth. Bud worth vividly portrayed
him as a wishy-washy
simpleton responsible
for informing the mayor
of Williams’ pardon.
The scene with the mayor attempting to bribe
Pincus illustrates this
point.
The best female performer, Linda Thorpe,
who characterized Hildy’s future mother-inlaw Mrs. Grant had the
audience rolling in stitches. Headstrong Mrs.
Grant, whose only crime
was knowing too much,
was hilariously courted
out of the newsroom
bodily.

ONLY PENINSULA PERFORMANCE!
SUN., OCT. 31, 1971, 2:30 P.M.
FLINT CENTER, Mtn. Ce1Iege, Cupertino
Music credit available check with individual professor
group discount available with 20 or more
San Jose Box Office
912 Town & Country Village ( 246-1160)
Prices: $3.50,$4.25,$5.00,$5.75
A JOHN KORNFELD ASSOCIATES,
INC. ATTRACTION

From The Producer 01 Dennis Hoppers [11-431?
" HE LAST MOVIE -
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comes
CALL
THEATRES
FOR FOLIC,
AND TIMES

ALSO SHOWING AT THESE THEATRES IN THE BAY AREA
LUX Theatre Oakland
SOLANO Drove In Concord
OAKLAND DIIVR In San Leandro
MOFFETT Orion InMtn View
RANCHO Drive In San Pablo
JOSE Theatre San Joss
UNION CITY Drive In Union City CAPITOL Onus in
San Jose
BURLINGAME Drive-In Burlingame TROPICAIRE Drive In
San Jose

Tourney finals
at SJS tonight

Poloists still no. 1

First -place prize men’s gym.
Four players are still
money, worth $400, is at
stake tonight at the fi- in the running for the
nals of the SJS Tourna- winning share, with secment of Champions, ond place money worth
starting at 7:30 in the $250.
The finals will pit either Henry Kamakana
or Greg Shepha rd aTYPEWRITER
gainst Barry MacKay or
RENTALS
Rich Anderson.
Those players battled
Special Student
it out last night. The
Rates
losers will play at 7:30
Rental Purchase
for third and fourth
Program
place money. The finals
will start immediately
- Electrics
following that match.
- Standards
There is a chance
for an all-SJS final
- Portables
since Andersonand
Shephard formally
Adding machines
played on the Spartan
also
tennisteam.
The matches will be
on a new syntheplayed
61USiNESS Irtcmist
170 SuttIS St .ottil St
tic grasstype surface.
SSG .10
Admission is $1 for students and $2 for adults.

WATERBEDS

Featoring Heated Waterbeds
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF WATERBEDS,
WATER SOFAS, AND EASY LINE FOAM CHAIRS.
WATERBEDS FROM 125.00
’Right on Prices’ Best Qoality
Stodeot (S.J.S.) Owned & Operated elle.
MOIR
(First National Bank Cred0 C3/
1850 W. See Carlos 294-1455 Soo Jose

FREE

2 WEEKS HEX.’

2 BDRM FURN.
FROM $145
NEW OWNERSHIP
El Dorado 315 E. San Fernando
Kennedy Hall
555 So. 10th
Leases Not Required
Refundable Deposits
Grant Hall
Very Clean, Modern Apts.
598 So. 9th
With and Without Pool
Lee Hall
599 So. 10th
Crest Hall
Beat the Traffic
560 So. 10th
Cara% al Hall
642’So. 7th
286-1350
Summit Hall
381 E. Williams
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GOLD WEDDING RINGS
from $2095
DIAMOND WEDDING RINGS
Ginn $50 95

SAN JOSE
91 South First St.
307 Town& Country Village
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BARB THATCHER
Daily Sports Writer
Coach Lee Walton seldom worries. But during last Friday’s Stanford-SJS water polo
game at Stanford he had
a look of concern.
That look quickly faded
as the Spartans finally
triumphed 7-6 in the
final period.
With the teams No. 1
ranking on the line, the
close, tense, game was
decided on a goal by
Scott Mobley giving the
Spartans their ninth
A 10th
straight win.
victory followed Saturday as SJS defeated
PCAA opponent Long
Peach State, 6-4.
"We had better team
play overall this weekend than we’ve had in
the past," commented
Walton. "We had better
team balance and our efforts were more effective."
Walton emphasized
that a well rounded attack was essential to the
win over Stanford. Especially since three
strong scorers for the
team, Steve Spencer,
Mike Albright, and Fred
Belcher were thrown out
of the game on penalties.
"The fact that we lost
Spencer after the first
two minutes is a tribute
to our depth," he said.
"Also I think it’s a credit to the team the way
we played in a small
pool."
Attributing fast break
action as the reason for
the early lead against
Long Beach, Walton
By
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Raid tepee

Dave Thurber

Eyes goal

All-American Ken Belli sets
his sights on the goal for the
Spartans No. 1 ranked team
in the nation.
Belli, who
tallied once against Stanford

during the weekend, and his
teammates tangle with UC
Davis today at De Anza College.

Ducks’slipby’SJS
Blitzed by Dan Fouts,
the weather, and its own
mistakes, SJS was clubbed last Saturday in Eugene, 34-14 by the
streaking Oregon
Ducks.
For the first time
this year the lopsided
score was actually an
indication of the game,
as Fouts teamed with
wide receive r Leland
Glass for eight receptions, 125 yards, and two
TD’s in pacing the easy
win.
Hampered by hail and
a driving rain on the
Autzen Stadium Astroturf, the two teams
sloshed through the first
half with Oregon taking
a 14-7 intermission lead
to the locker room.
SJS stayed close for
awhile pulling into a7-7
tie early in the second
stanza with halfback
Lawrence Brice sweeping 12 yards for his
second score of the
year.
The Spartan defensive
line did put the brakes
on Bobby Moore, the
country’s fifth leading
rusher, in the first half
holding the back to
minus one yard.
The explosive runner
recovered in the second
half, however, chalking
up 70 yards to complement Fouts’ aerial war.
The Spartans had as
much trouble making
their own passing game
go as they did in stopping Fouts.
Quarterback Dave Ellis, completed only six
passes for a mere 39
yards while tossing
three of four SJS interceptions.
The game’s key play
came midway through
the third quarter. Trailing 21-7, the Spartans
drove to the Duck nine
yard line, when Ellis
lobbed an aerial toward
the end zone.
Bill Drake picked it
off and returned 35

yards putting the final
cross on the Spartan
grave.
"Our interceptions and
individual pass coverage that broke down on
key situations was what
hurt us the most," coach
Dewey King confirmed.
"Those two last quarter
interceptions really put

it out of reach."
Oregon went on to
tally twice more making
the score, 34-7 before
reserve defensive end
Bruce Porter picked off
a Duck fumble and rambled 37 yards for the
Spartans second touchdown of the night with
44 seconds left.

stated "I think after the
First quarter Long
Beach, discovered that
if they continued to swim
with us, the score after
IAI

I.

It’

Mm.

the first period would
have been 20-1, instead
of 5-1. But for three
quarters they played exceptional defense.
011’111
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Specials
$1.40
SHAMPOO & SETS
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Sat
$1.60
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Now Appearing
In his
A-I PeggeeJeans

"1
"SENSATIONAL!" 1
New York Plif ton

A-1 Pegger Jeans
with 4
patch
pockets.
Low, snug
fit. For girls
and guys.
$9-$10
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Playoff possibilities good
despite USF soccer loss
By KEITH PETERS
Daily Sports Writer
After the fans had
left and the SJS soccer team had slowly
trudged off the field,
the lights of Spartan Stadium were turned off.
As the lights went out
Friday, so did the Spartans’ chances of winning
this year’s West Coast
Intercollegiate Soccer

SJS rugby

beginning
The first -ever rugby
team at SJS kicks off
its season with a meeting tonight at 7 in the
C.U. Pacifica Room.
The newly -formed SJS
Rugby Club will play
15 games and have four
tournaments scheduled.
Action begins Dec. 4
with the Stanford Sevens
Tournament and closes
April 29 with the Chico
Tournament. One need
not be an athlete to join.

Conference.
The SJS soccer scene
had just been darkened
following a crushing 3-0
loss to rival University
of San Francisco.
The loss dropped the
Spartans’ record to 8-2 1 and lowered their league mark to 1-1. USF
is 3-0 in a league while
Cal Berkeley is 2-0.
Something good has
to come out of the defeat and coach Julie Menendez shed a little light
on the subject of the
Spartans’ future.
"We still have a good
chance at gaining an at large NCAA berth," he
said the optimistic Menendez, "but we have to
win our remaining four
conference games."
The SJS soccer picture has brightened
since Friday’s fiasco
and could be sparkling
after and upcoming
chain of events.
"At present," said Menendez, "UCLA and USF
have nailed down the two
of the four berths. Chico State has a good

X

111i KSHOP IN
D Ilk B It ol TECHNIQUES
On Saturday November 6 .0 ,11 day (9.30
30 *ATI workshop in bsic
in
to
darkroom techniques et be conducted
by Dick S.umski at 140 The Alameda. S.J.

chance at one of the two
remaining slotsasdo
we."
Chico State recently
eliminated the Air
Force Academy from
playoff contention and
will face USF Nov. 19.
The Dons have to face
UCLA next week and
sandwich a Nov. 10 contest against UOP in between.
The first things for the
Spartans, however, is to
get back on the winning
track against UOP this
coming Saturday. Game
time is 8 p.m. at Spartan Stadium.

KETTMANN’S
1530 I Seal. CNN St
TN Cab CNN,
One 510042y,tioo3f.ilaytnor
<>SAS
0V t30
Open It 30-6 30
Tn 000000 1.1e
F,Iday 111

if

AN A-I PICTURE
’toy Lesinillau Penland-

Big Shef
’n Shake.
85.

This is not lecture or discussion session It is workshop based on obtaining
tangible results through actual experiDuring the workshop the student
ence
will expose, process, contact print. and
enlarge a roll of block and white film
Each student will be assigned an enlarger
for the day All material will be provided
including film endpaper Cameras Will also
be provided for those without them (There
will be. studio shooting session prior to
the darkroom ectivities I

Tuition is 020.00 and
and equipmeM use.

00000 all material

Maximum enrollment is limited to five
students and is on a first come basis

A $600 deposit is required with registration
and will be deducted from the tuition

REGISTRATION FORM
(Please Print)

Plume

Same

Add,..,

LAILL4 TOT Of 1405 PANTS ao,riinsh unio SO tiMAY, 50 (5(41.4 MOT eat.* vriut ’,WE 09CadISICSEPRowicet)
tS095 015(5
10 mos4(o*A0.14AT0 11s151 M./ ¶0 400* MOOS*MUT U4C.L1 HOT T WILL CAW ter TO HAT Parr,’ t_TO
Areareate,AraOreervilt.1.4661 A OreCifflati-AounITIM OPeteftersillt to 066 tatelAY
0.10,14 fee roVICI. STUFF PAM* Tweet, you CAea var. tie Foe roue Muhl INSScatiorf1051 50 Wel-Out* COMP( MAKIS40 00405 51 YOUR NiSu00- iNI6L.LIGTUIAL
61000 FRat NOT waiaNS LIP ST01166 ASS LOCALTID .41.-041Le sAsi Jose Ass 1114
IAGIATOillebi 144i141101.0 COON ¶914 P(5ZA slift)( ira MOLeartura ,wiwo (414150 Osa
nee It. CAM. Afferrilate
11,015040 festweal MOO Oa MoeetT519 011Ire
PS It 100e1106 COP uNcLAI 001 15544 0455 0101401411.1. 901I501YIE14 reopLe oe*, Lc*, cA.SES

Si.
I an, enclosing Itte required SS 00 deposit
which I understand will be returned if tke
softens, is t)lled.
Make cheek payebleto

PHOTODVNAMIGE

MO The Almeida
San Mse, CA 05121

A double decker hamburger delight Two 100% pure beef
patties, a slice of melted cheese, crisp lettuce, and our
special sauce. Plus a rich, creamy, marvelous shake.
A treat for your taste buds and your wallet
I

OUrger We always treat you right.

chef
Family Reslaurantc

r
Sontiy
October 31
SAN JOSE
4th and San Fernando
Ar oss from the I ibrry
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The person finds himself

Not really lonely
The SJS community contains 25,000 people one would think that a lonely person would be
impossible to find.
But loneliness usually hits when you’re in a
crowded class where everyone except you
knows everyone else, at a football game, where
you don’t see a single familiar face, in the C.U.
Dining Room when you can’t find anyone to eat
lunch with.
When the crowds head back to apartments
and dorms and the campus is deserted, then
there is a chance for the individual to discover
other individuals --and perhaps, discover himself.

Photos
by
Gary Fong

October 27, 1971 Page 7

Hold-up sparks arrest
Two suspects in a
burglary were arrested
after holding up an SJS
Campus Security student assistantSunday
morning, according to
a report from the Security Office.
Officers Jerry Baumgardner and Tom Pomeroy reported the arrest

Bishop, an assistant
to the Security force was
on patrol when Ward allegedly confronted him.

The relaxer
busy day is about the most
relaxing thing he can do to
avoid the hassles of
school.

SJS student John Erwin,
civil engineering major,
has found that a few minutes with his banjo on a

Mingo’s Meals

Can the applesauce
famous commercial
canners of America say,
there’s nothing like canning your own app I e sauce. And it’s cheaper,
too.
$220. - $275. R.T.
Now that apples are
From West Coast
coming in season, stuWayFrom$125
Fly One
dents can purchase apFlights All Year Long ples at a low price and
Flights Also Available can enough apple sauce
to Israel and the Orient to last them for the enFor Information
All you
tire winter.
Contact 365-8625
need is a large sauceE.S.E.P.
pan, a Foley food mill
801 Woodside Rd.
which can be picked up
Redwood City
at any dime store for
ESEP - SJSC Members less than $3, (just ask

By MINGO MAZZEI
Daily Feature Writer
Contrary to what the

EUROPE’

BMW
Sales & Service
CARS AND MOTORCYCLES
Si BMW Specializing In Servicing
All European Made Cars Experts
In Porsche, VW, & Mercedes Service

San Jose BMW
292-7707
1438 So. 1st
Sales -9 to 9 Daily

Sere.* 6 te 5 Mon. thru Fre.

REWARD,
MAYBE
Starting October 18, look around for somebody wearing
a pair of Levi’s with a PSA patch on the seat.
That’s your PSA Campus Rep, who’ll give you an entry
blank for our big Levi’s drawing. Send It in by midnight,
November 1. .The winner gets 12 pairs of Levi’s (without
patches)
That should set you up for life unless you’ve got 24 legs.
And even if you don’t win, you’ll know who can get you a
PSA reservation next time you want one.

1A.PE
e

efr
11.
0-1
44,

4’S MU

Tfir I nwrcT rrorrc
yr1 TrIWN
TRACKS
CASSETTES
AUTO AND
HOME UNITS
’416 W SAN -ARLOS
SAN

JOSE

759

9.’7

the clerk and she’ll know
what you’re talking
about), and a Saturday
afternoon.
Canning apples is a
lot easier than you may
think. Wash four pounds
of apples, cut them into
quarters and place them
into the saucepan before
you core or peel them.
Add one-fourth cup of
water in the saucepan
and cook the apples over
medium low heat for
20 minutes or until the
apples are soft, stirring them occasionally.
After the apples have
cooked, strain them
through the Foley food
mill and add one cup
of sugar, stirring it until it has dissolved.
If the apples used are
very juicy, return them
to the Foley food mill
until the excess juice
has drained off.
The recipe makes
about six cups of applesauce but it can be easily doubled or even tripled to your own liking.
Applesauce has many
It is an
possibilities.
excellent companion
with pork and can also
be used in cakes or as
a topping for ice-cream.

Student
rescues
billfold
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HAND NEW
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Hundreds of S
Fantastic Buys

PANTS
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Student rates
on sales, service
and rentals
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Ill S. 10t1,

SALE
BOOTS

South
10th
Street

88c

Dristan
Decongestant

P.D. DISCOUNT

was also a G.I. warprotester, and a former
congressional candidate
from Oakland.

99c

$1.29 va

$1.09 va

Geology
speaker

and up

Jena Nicht, Guitar Works
2134-0 Old Meddleheld WY.
Mountaen View
2prn 1 Sprn 964 7610
Wird -S9’.

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY
SAVE!

Letters
can save
coastline

34
USED
PORTABLES"
$2 5

Build your own
Classic Guitar
or Dulcimer

Bishop, in reporting
to the Security Office,
stated that Ward asked
him for money. When
Bishop showed a single

The jury’s decision
insanity plea to charges
brought against him af- will be a major factor
ter he killed Officer in determining ThompHuerta, a man Thomp- son’s sentence.
son had never seen before.
Thompson had shot
four bullets from a revolver into Huerta as
the policeman sat in his
patrol car on North 11th
Street near East Empire
Street. at 2 a.m., Aug.
6, 1970.
The trial lasted eight
weeks and included testimony about Thompson’s family and home
Mariana Cahalan relife as the defense atturned to her room in
tempted to establish the West Hall Sunday evenmental instability of ing and found a man
Thompson.
allegedly leaving with
Presiding justice, Su- her wallet, according to
perior Court Judge SJS campus security reBruce F. Allen, ordered Portthe jury to return to
The suspect was walkcourt at 10 a.m. yes- ing out of room 605,
terday morning to be- the report explained,
gin the second phase of and Miss Cahalan stopA move to save the the trial, the determin- ped him and said, "Thats
Pacific Coast has come ation of Thompson’s my wallet! Give it to
sanity.
me."
to the SJS campus.
The suspect, comFour members of the
"Environmental Action
plied and began walking away.
Task Force" class are
"You’ll have to come
manning a College Union
to
students
with me," Miss Cahalan
table to get
their
to
write a letter
stated, "I want to restate senator concernport you," according to
the security report.
ing Assembly Bill 1471.
All the student has to
The suspect walked
away and stated "My
do is write the letter.
brother received a blow
Paper, pen and enTom Rogers of the on the head and I need
velopes will be supplied,
according to Valerie California Division of the money," according
Watt, a member of the Mines and Geology will to Miss Cahalan.
discuss "Environmental
Miss Cahalan said that
class.
They’ll even mail the Geology of a part of the nothing was missing
Santa Cruz Mountains" from the wallet.
letters.
The suspect was desTables will be lo- before the SJS Geology
cated in front of the Department Thursday at cribed as a Mexican in
Duncan
American male, 5 feet
College Union all day, 1:30 p.m.,
It is open 5, 140 pounds. 17 or 18
today through Friday. Hall 318.
years old.
The bill will attempt to the public.
to do for the coast what
legislation did for San
Francisco Bay- -place it
under controls while a
master plan is prepared, according to the
California Coastal Alliance, a coalition of 31
California organizations, formed to pass the
bill.
A state coastal
commission and six regional commissioners
would be formed to regulate future developments on the 1,062 miles
of California coast.
Land available to the
public has shrunk to 200
miles of coastline, or
three inches per California, according to
a Sierra Club newsletter.
The bill passed the
assembly but may have
difficulty in the Senate.
Miss Watt said.
If enough students write
Reg. Price
letters, the senators
may be influenced, she
hopes.

Socialist talk set
"Revolution in the
U.S." will be the topic
of tonight’s Young Socialists Alliance meeting at 7:30 in the C.U.
Almaden Room.
Joe Vass, socialist
political activist, will
speak on a variety of
topics concerning
"strategy for a social list America," according to Leonard Garcia,
Young Socialists organizer.
The Jenness-Pulley
presidential cam paign
strategy for the 1972
election year will be
another prime topic.
Linda Jenness, 30,
is the Young Socialist’s
candidate for president.
Miss Jenness has been
an anti -war activist for
several years, and is a
former candidate for the
office of mayor in Atlanta, Ga.
Andrew Pulley, 20, is
the vice-presidential
candidate. A black liberation advocate, Pulley

Bishop, who allegedly
relinquished the dollar
anyway, is one of several student assistants
to security force who
patrol the campus on
each shift. All assistants are equipped with a
walkie-talkie.

Chief Quinton was convinced that Miss Galloway was not aware that
Ward was going to attempt a robbery.

Thompson convicted
In cop killing case
Former SJS penology
and new college student Emile Aubert
Thompson was found
guilty Friday of first
degree murder in the
slaying of San Jose Police Officer Richard Huerta.
The verdict came after
over nine hours of deliberation by an all white
six man, six woman
Thompson had
jury.
entered a not guilty and
not guilty by reason of

dollar bill, Ward allegedly stated, "If that is
all you have, I don’t want
it, but my woman and I
have no money."

Also arrested but released by the Security
officials was Marvel
Chief
Ann Galloway.
Earnest Quinton stated
his officers believed
Miss Galloway to be uninvolved in the robbery
even though she was allegedly at the scene.

According to Bishop,
after Ward took one dollar from him he called
the Security Office on
his walkie-talkie.
Officers Baumgardner
and Pomeroy soon cornered suspect Ward on
West San Carlos Street
walking towards South
Fourth Street.

of Louis Orin Ward foi
allegedly holding a knife
to Robert Joseph Bishop and demanding money from him, outside
Centennial Hall.

lath
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ACCOUNTING AIM
FINANCE MAJORS

Lot a must

Thefts unstoppable
Con’t. from pg. 1
campus security office
in Building G on Sixth
St.
"With all the security
officers and vehicles
going in and out, a
would-be robber would
have to be pretty daring to make a raid on

Column’s
source
doubted
ai ammo.

9r.
Gary Fong

barracks?
Future bike parking
cars, the Parking

The Fifth Street faculty
parking lot is the site of
a newly proposed bike corBecause it is such a
ral.
small lot, and confusing for

Committee agreed to let security have the area if the
administration OK’s the

Buck against funding
instructional programs
Con’t. from pg. 1
The need for a coop food store exists,
SSMMUSUSSMUSSI

and we are now conducting a feasibility
study.
But again, before we can make concrete proposals we need
r‘RECONDITIONED2 vast amounts of money
now spent on instrucDESKS $25.00 rowl tionally related programs," Buck said.

E

BOOK CASES

si o.00

E SPELLINGS

:? 210 E.

Santa Clara

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$fi

SPECIAL DISCOUNT

FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
Just present your
staff or ASB card
MOVIE & STILL
Cameras Projectors
Supplies Equipment
DEVELOPING
- PRINTING

Sait jtme
Camera Slop
245S01*Tli FIRST

"I can’t make any
value judgments about
the merits of the existing programs, but if
we are to benefit the
students as a whole, then
we have to stop giving
money to all departmental programs.
"Theoretically any department can now come
to council and ask for
.money for instructionally related activities,
and we just don’t have
the money to allocate to

Cub will discuss
China situation
A discussion on the
new China situation will
highlight the general

"YOU ARE WHAT YOU EAT"

ORG

17

including
eggs,
produce, and bread

OPEN

South Sixth

24

HOURS

San Salvador

LATE FOR CLASS?

WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU
-LOW RATES -

SILVA

TEXACO

complete motor service
service smog devices
brake tune-un lube

295-89"
Snow Chains
Rentals &

SINCE
1936

all departments," he
said.
"How can you make
value judgments about
the worth of one activity over another when
they each serve a vested interest group?"
Buck questioned.
"The academy (the college)must move into the
campus area, and work
with the students as
friends. We must build
a political economical
power base if we expect to have any voice
in community affairs,"
he said.
"I’m trying to get the
students and community
to work together in
order to improve our
entire living situation,"
Buck stated.

.

78 SO. 4th, SAN JOSE
Next to now "Suripor Chef"

meeting of the Chinese
Cultural Club tonight at
8 at the New Wineskin
on South 10th and East
San Fernando streets.
"We had a very good
turnout at the demonstration in support of
People’s China into
U.N. two Saturdays ago,
"a good 700 agitators,"
Ming -hung Ng, the
club’s political chairman, commented.
Slides taken at the
demonstration will also
be shown at the meeting.
Also Chinese "tong
Sui," a sweet soup
snack, will be served.

Con’t. from pg. 1
The column, originated by Goodman was
intended to provide an
open line of communications between the
governor and students
on college campuses
throughout the state.
Fourteen other college newspapers run the
weekly "Dear Ronnie"
column.
Garcia said
that a few weekly professional newspapers in
California had asked
permission to use the
column.
Gov. Reagan’s staff
will ask him to make
a personal reply to
Time’s implications
that the column is not
legitimate in next
week’s column.
week’s column.
Questions to the governor may be sent to
the Claremont College
Collegian, P.O. Box 601,
Claremont, Ca.
The column appears
today on page two of
the Spartan Daily.

Dimmick
funeral
Oct. 28

Memorial services
for Helen Dimmick will
be held at 2p.m. Thursday in the College Chapel.
Miss Dimmick, who
retired as SJS associate dean of students
in 1957 after 33 years
with the college, died
Saturday in Santa Clara
after a long illness. She
was 83.
Miss Dimmick was
appointed dean of women
and acting chairman of
the English Department
in 1924. Her title was
c hanged to associate
dean of students two
years before her retirement.
She was born in Portland, Ore., and received her bachelor’s and
master’s degrees in education from the University of California at
Berkeley.

the lot," Quinton declared.
"There will always
be a security officer in
the immediate vicinity,"
he continued, "but if it
becomes necessary,
we’ll hire someone to
guard the lot. ..or we’ll
put up a fence to contain the bikes and make
it harder to get them
in and out of the lot."
According to Quinton, another reason security proposed the new
lot was to provide more
parking for bikes. "I’ve
seen cycles locked to
poles, shrubs, and
trees," he stated, "so
there is obviously not
enough places for bike

* NOW OPEN *
State Book Shop’s

ECONOMY ANNEX
5,000 Used Books
9c to 00c Camel"
r
&Browse

Over

State Book Shop
389 S First. S J. CY7.4197

ANNOUNWAINT5

ii

PiSC LAN WATERBEDS 185u W Seri
Cern s 294:455 Just West of the
King -Queen $24, Twin: $16,
Gap
Safety Liner 52, Frames: $14. W
year guarantee on all beds
Also
Water Sofas, modern furniture, tapes -tries
Ask about our NRO policy.
294-1455
SHAKLEE
Ecologically Sound:
Home Cleaners, Basic H. Basic I.
Food Supplements
Cocoa
Instant and Vanilla Instant Protein
etc Cosmetics. Beauty Aids and Personal Care Items
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
466 South 5th e2 -- Ph. 297-3866
John and Mary Rhoades
CARE TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT
THE PROBLEMS? P/R mgr & wrists needed for new recycling center. Bob c/o Recycling Ass. of Amer.
phone 287-9903 or 371-6690
SAN JOSE GOJU-KA1 karate
4-5
classes per week -$15 per month. Women & children -$10 per month. 556
West Santa Clara Street Information
263-3448-287-4717.
LIFT YOUR SPIRITS!
Join a college age BALLET class at
Basic
Eulrania School of Ballet
"musts" for the beginning dancer
Phone 267 1331 or 2466675
ENCOUNTER -SENSORY AWARE NESS.
Humanist Community of S.J.
Fri. Oct 22
8 p.m. Contr: $2
738 No. 2nd, phone. 294-5017
KIDNEY MACHINE NEEDED FOR
MOTHER OF SJS COED who can’t
afford the expense
900.000 Betty
Crocker Coupons (deposited at info.
booth of Stud Union) by Dec. 10
will pay for machine Please, help
if you can!
CABIN SQUAW VALLEY Peopleneeded to share cabin for winter Call
John 298-3746
FRIDAY FLICKS "Oliver" 7 & 10
pm Morris Dailey Aud. 506 admission
BEER - Beer is only Si 00 for a 46
on pitcher at the good old Scotland
Fish & Chips. 17 E Santa Clara St
(next to Roos Atkins) open until either 9 pm or until the last customer
goes home, every Fri. & Sat.
GESTALT CARNIVAL. Amontage of
f ant a s y, body movement, sensory
awareness, encounter. Gestalt, etc
A natural high $15 contr includes 2
10am-10 pm Sat Nov. 13.
meals
Humanist Community of San Jose,
Phone.
P 0 Box 881 S .1 95106
294 5017
AUTOMOTIVE 12
6315 4 Wire wheels. Radio, Heater
Very good condition
Must sell.
6/50 or best offer.
Chuck Dodd
245-1618

Sylvia Cassell, a chairman for the Santa Clara
Braille Transcription
Project, is guest speaker for the Monday meeting of the SJS Dames.
The meeting will be
held in the C.U. Guadelupe Room at 8 p.m.

14 MOB -RED. w -wheels. very clean
$695
’62 CHEVVery good condition Non
tires 2 dr 5325 Call Tom 736 7241
’68 HONDA 350 Scrrantiler. E
cellent Cond. Offer. John 241-9350.
Lear* message.
TRIUMPH TR 250 BRG am/fm. Good
cond. Sacrifice 51,675. 657-6560
’67 CHEV. CORVAIR 500, XIM. Conti
Auto, radio, New battery $600 24E3920 After 5 P.M
VW ’63 Bug, yellow, sunroof, good
tires & paint New upholstery. ball.
& clutch
Extra nice $695
37659511

TODAY
INTERCOM, 2 p.m., Business Building 316.
COMMITTEE FOR HONORABLE CONSERVATISM, 1:30 p.m., C.U. Guadalupe.

’NI P.U. B ORIGINALLY DESIGNED
W000 CAMPER. Aerodynamic, stove,
sink, double bed, ice box, toilet, all
new 292 8216

CIRCLE K, 5:45 p.m. C.U. Almaden.
KSJS NEWS SPECTRUM, 5:30 p.m., 90.7 F.M.
A special series on student government will be
presented by KSJS news.
SAILING CLUB, 7:30 p.m., C.U. Costanoan.

THE BECKER CPA
REVIEW COURSE
SAN FRANCISCO 415 781-4395
SAN JOSE
408 251-8446
Cu, Successful Students Represent

115 OF USA

CHRISTANANDA

SERVING THE
San Jose community

Open
Daily
9am 1 Opm

New
Location
.sot,
1111

NATURAL
FOODS

1/1/0’

50 So, 4th
287-5410

i/z block
from campus

1LUNCH COUNTER AND PATIOBREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER
Natural Food
ri.."AisAws.
And Cooking
WE ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS
FREE PARKING
Class Every Sat.

1970 VESPA RALLEY 19-2 H.P 195
C C Under 3,000 mil. Fwy. Legal
,b8 mph) Windshield and acces. $425
244-6415

WANTED:
Trophy queen to reign
over the "Golden State Classic" Auto
Races to be held Nov 7 to Nov. 73,
Call 259-1435 after 5 pm

VW BUS ’69. 5,000 mi on new 1600
eng Blue hook over $2,200
Best
offer over 52050. Ph: 247-3361 (eves)

SALESMAN -DISTRIBUTER for large
selectoon 6 -track stereo tapes, all
1/3 cost of fact
kinds, up to date
ory tapes Send name, address, and
phone Box 9113 Albuquerque, New
Mexico 87119

’61 VW, Sunroof - No beauty, but runs
good $250 Cash New tires. Phone
272-0842 or 251-6262

143 MG., rebuilt engine, neve blaze
red paint, wire wheels. tonneau, needs
top $600 293-5639
’61 YAMAHA BM only 4000 mi. Exc.
cond $299. Sports car ski re& $15.
New 15" retreads $7 ea Call 294-6762.

OPENING FOR HASHERS! 500 or
6:00 or 6:00 - 7:00 Call 293-7453

’67 DATSUN ROADSTER, radio, heater
Good running cond. 244-0140

NEEDED! People who want to betPart or full time
ter themselves
Unbelievable opportunity Call
work
247 9685

3 -WHEEL MAIL
WESTCOASTER
$125 or best offer over
TRUCK.
Call after 6pm 292-6427
TR4-A IRS ’65 Excel condition, R&H,
OD, Ansen Map, custom paint Job.
Asking $1500 ph 262-9578
rollbar
FOR ’,All

FOR RENTI I, 2, & 3 bdrm. Apt.
w/w carpets. AEK w/pool. $115, $150,
Centrally located 3
& $180 p/mo.
miles from campus just off Almaden
Expry. 2445 RInconada Dr. Mgr. Apt
II, No children or pets. Unfurnished.
Call before 9 P.M. 266-1613. Quiet
area, conducive for studious indivi’duels.

3

YIN YANG WATERBEDS San Jose’s
first and oldest waterbed store invites you to compare quality, ser
vice, and price when buying your
waterbed
Call us anytime or stop
over any afternoon or evening Just
blocks from SJS at 401 Park Ave
corner of Dolmas. 2964263

NEED FEMALE to share house on S
11111 St. Two bits Irons campus. Own
room. $80 mo 410 S Ilth St Call
Carol or Nick at 2116-3411 anytime.

LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks, records and books
1/2 price. Mighty books & records
purchased.
Top prices paid- cesh
or trade
Lots of science fiction,
supplements’s. classics. RECYCLE
186 So 2nd St. 286-6275

FREE ROOM & BOARD for girl over
18 yrs old as a companion to individual with speech difficulty. Near
cempus Call Robert 298-2308.

ROCK ORGAN: Unique Italian craftsmanship (Doric) w/35 Watt Sabre
Reverb Amp & carrying cases.. Includes Music stand and attachable
$150 w/actessories
medal legs
Call Bill 266-2964 evenings.
GOLD STAMPING -Christmas cards,
arm bands, ribbons, bookplates and
markers. stationer...call Mary Jackson 377-0560
NIKKOR 300MM LENS, unused. orig
Pair University
$300 Now -S200
Debonaire speakers. were -$250. NOW
$150: 275 0596
WATERBEDS: Complete King’ Size,
Including Fer-Clid Finished
$45.95.
Frame. Aqua -Snooze, 1415 The Alameda. 12-6 Mon -Sat. Ph. 286-3544
KASTLE EPDXY SKIS- 203cm, Gene
Semi -Step -In bindings $55. Excellent
Cone! Phone: 295-6294
HENKE SKI BOOTS (red plastic) 1 yr.
old Good cond. Men’s size 9 m. Only
$50. Call Nancy 289-9868.
BEAUTIFULLY DEVELOPED ROOMING HOUSE, with separate private
A chance to live for free
cottage
and earn considerable yearly equity
1-1/2 blocks from campus 480 S
SITH St Ph 293-8656
16 SINGER sewing mach Portable,
See or call Dade at
zig nag $40
C U info. center. Wed pm or Fri.
am or Iv msg

’67 KARMAN GHIA-new tires, good
condition
Make an offer
Call
Glenn 297-6758

Sparta guide

SJS RUGBY CLUB, 7:30 p.m., Ed 437. Open to
any student interested in playing rugby. No experience necessary.
PI SIGMA ALPHA, 2:30 p.m., C.U.Costanoan. Dr.
Wander of Speech Communications Department will
discuss "The Dynamics of Radical Rhetoric."
GERMAN CONVERSATION GROUPS, 7:30 p.m.,
Germania Hall, 261 N. Second St.

ORGANIC
MARC ET

additional spaces, because all of the bike
racks now in existence
will stay where they are.
"If the administration likes this plan, a
new set of racks will
be installed in the lot,"
he continued.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

SJS Dames
speaker set

SIERRA CLUB, 7 p.m., C.U. Almaden.
CHINESE CULTURAL CLUB 8 p.m., New Wineskin, 10th and San Fernando Streets. Discussion
of new China situation.

riders to park."
He added, bikes locked to trees have hampered the operation of
the grounds crew, when
mowing lawns and
watering.
Quinton contended the
"bike corral" would add

Let us help you

PLAN AHEAD
To Become a CPA

HELP WANTED 141
INTERESTED IN COACHING YOUTH
Puny League Manager
B ASEBALL?
in Campbell needs responsible student to serve as coach for promisPreing team on gong ho league
fer someone with pitching no how
Call Bud at 378 20:07.
LONG HAIR MALE MODELS needed
for the U.S.A. Championships in Wen’s
Hair Styling. Will pay $25.00 Fur
info. call. 293-111157. 377-4250. or
264-7948
’COL L E GE ORIENTED CORPORATION needs attractive shapely coed
for well paid model whose pictures
will *peer in nationally dostribuled
collegiate art calendar If interested
send bikini picture immediately to
COLLEGE WORLD, Inc. 4144E Grant
Road, Tucson, Arizona 85712."
EXTRA INCOME- Full or Part time.
High hourly earnings. Flexible Hours.
Training Provided. Call Mr King:
275-6646
TUTOR NEEDED for 8 yr old mentally retarded boy with C P Need
Hours can be arranged Will
cer
pay. Cell 244-1658

One day

Two days
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FOol day.
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Announcements (I)
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GIRLS:
Furnished apartment 5.120
455 So 10th bit on -kitchen. modern
11 AM
2PM 292-1327
LIBERAL ROOMMATES DESIRED
Share house Homo Sapiens (female,
male) Semi serious students 5 mo
from campus near Alum Rock Park
Quiet atmosphere. furn. front 11 bank
yard, yreplace, pot bdrni w/water
bed 175. share bdrm $60
Util
1/3 NEATNESS IS A MUST,
No
dogs, cats, snakes, birds
Others
o k Pot, study room for all
Roo
B Davis INew College studentl aft
7 pm 251-0151

I

$125 2 &Wm. unborn 4 -plea Recently ref inoshed TAO floors, paint
min
ed, Drapes, !dry facilities
from SJS Ph 293 5995
TWO CHRISTIAN GIRLS need 3rd
roommate to share large attractive
2 bdrm 2 bath apt Close to school
$68/mo. Call Diane 293 1597
S160 wv/tv car’
FURNISHED -2 bdrm
pets, ASK, 11th St 289-1961 or 269964/
NEWLY FURNISHED 2 bdrm. apt.
refundable deposits 198% record 470
S 77th St Call 287 7590
ROOMMATE TO SHARE HOUSE close
to campus Own room, 560mo Phone
289 9000 after 6 pm
ENGINEERING STUDENT wants to
3
share his apt with one other
blocks from campus $62 50 per mo
292-0453
TOST AND fOUND 161
$30.00 REWARD, 1.
let w/watch onside lost Fri 10/1/71
5 PM E San Fernando St 7759141
LOST GERMAN SHEP, PUP Vic of
1211, Si San Carlos. 3-1/2 noes old.
Black w./white markings Resembles
Leather and flea collar
malmute.
Call Don: 287-7693

GOOD MORNING PUPPY DOG Last
nights bottle of Olympia had four
dots, Better watch how you wag
your tail Seal
FREE PUP.
4 month old female
Shepherd mix
Affectionate, needs
good home Call 296-0936
FROM ONE LOW to another, Happy
"41" Gene from the "LOWS"

GIRLS ONLY! New rooms w/kd priv.
$60 and up. Across street from S.IS
Call 295-8526 or 295-8514

BELATED HAPPY BIRTHDAYTO
ANOTHER "LOW- & best wishes on
your 261h Gary PS From a couple of
other LOWS

I
3 Bdrm. $1S0 1
Expensive new shag le drapes Only
3 people - Super nice bldg 118 Nancy
Lane East Foothills 251-9209.

$9.00 a year checking accounts, no
minimum balance, unlimited number
294-5420 eat 479 Bonk
of checks
of America NT & SA Member FDIC

LARGE 3 bdrm. House w/enclosed
porch, 2 car swage GIRLS ONLY
5350 p/mo $25 cleaning fee piper.
611 So. 10th St. 292-6723.

FRIDAY FLICKS! "Oliver" 75 10prn
Morris Dailey And 50c admission

SMALL PORN. 2 BORN. $745 p/mo.
& Lg. 3 bdrrn. turn., $195. No lease
292-6723.
MALE ONLY. Single room, kitchen
priv Clean man only 115 So 14th
Si Phone 2662706
LARGE. ATTRACTIVE I BORM, an furnished apt across from Prune ridge Golf Course (West Side Santa
Clara) Phone 241-3555 or 241-1769
GIRL TO SHARE APT. Earn , 1 blk.
from campus. New Furn., WO pd.
S50/mo Call 297-4057 or see Mrs.
Rogers & apt. at 445 S. Ilk St.
WORKING MOTHER to share 2 bdrm.
apt 575/mo & util. Call 247-9639
for info
CHRISTIAN GUY wanted to share apt.
$43 50/mo. 545 S.
with 3 others.
7th St IS 297- 7726 or 293-6540
WE NEED a female roommate in our
house to share a room. $55 per me.
Very close to campus. Phone 2877853
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to shore
apt All Porn quiet. 1/2 blk from
campus 550 p/rno Call Donna 2863574
2 ROOMMATES needed for a good
Own room $60 p/rno. llnhouse
clodes util I 96 S 17th St 296-3746
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Must
be neat, student $63 per mo Own
Close to campus
room in house
Call Joyce 293-4217 falter 5 prid

To Placa
Your Ad
In The
SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS
295-6414

CLASSIFIED RATES
11. melon
Threg sees
One ILIV
3 lines

MARRIED STUDENTS S.J.S 1/2 blk.
Lge. 2 bdrm Apt yew carpets &
pool $150 466$ 511, 266-0944.

FRIDAY FLICKS! -Oliver" 7 & 10
pm
Morris Dailey Aud SOC admission.

I MAKE CAST GOLD AND SILVER
wedding bands end other Jewelry, all
one of a kind If you have unusual
desires in this area cell we at 354
8804 or come by Old Town on Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
Saturday
George Lerimore

EXPER. FAST, ACCURATE TYPING&
EDITING. Ex -English Teacher IBM
Electric Typewriter Call Mary Colt
at 2444444 after 5 30 p
AUTO INSURANCE No driver refused
Low Monthly RN& Quick
Rate Comparison
low cost MOTORCYLE INSURANCE
Annual Coverage up to lake $2600,
to 126 cc /30, to 175 cc $34, to 330cc
838, to 750 cc $54 David Towle 2413900
RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
month,
AAA ice, no contract
Esche’s 251-2591
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT Instruction.By
CIF I $5 hr Ground time free 287
5246
TYPING -Term wars, Me., experienced and fast.
Phone 269-8874

TRANSPORTATION

,9

FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Rep Bruce Freeman can help you
Fly at 1/3
melos your GETAWAY
off with
TWA YOUTH PASSPORT
and take up to 24 months to pay with
few TWA GETAWAY CARD Call
MAIM for into or 297-1700 for
rrrrr vetions.
STUDENTS FLIGHTS Campus Rap for
I/ groups
FROM East or West coast
to Europe end beyond. "If it’s evadable, we can get ml" 10-5, Mon -Fri
548-1995 or 843-1157. 2903 College
Ave Berkeley Cal, 94705
NELPI DESPERATE, Need ride for
semester from SJSC to Mt View
at 3:15 on Toes 961-4703
SHARE TR Afar Berkeley S.J.T-Th
930 am class
Nile class TI,. 1415)
848-2740 SJS est 2229

